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SECTION 1.

1. Introductory Comment
This paper consists mainly of an account of 

a study of a particular inner suburban flat estate in 
Melbourne, that was built by the Victorian Housing Commission 
in its dual role of provider of rental housing for persons 
on low incomes and as the body primarily responsible for 
slum reclamation in Victoria. Reference is made to the 
origins of the Commission and its present functioning.
An attempt is made to place the particular population 
studied in the perspective of the wider low-income group 
in the community, making very brief reference to those on 
relatively low incomes who have managed to buy their own 
homes, and also to those with whom the author is more 
familiar in the daily practice of social work - people 
with housing and other problems who have either not been 
housed by the Commission, or who have already been evicted, 
because they have failed to meet the standards required of 
them by the only provider of adequate housing, at a rent 
that bears any reality in terms of their incomes.

2. Origins of the Study
The study stemmed from the concern of certain 

individuals and organisations active in community service 
in Melbourne about the consequences of the policy of the 
Victorian Housing Commission of housing low income families 
in flats and inner suburban high density estates. It was 
anticipated that such research would benefit families housed 
by the Commission by extending the understanding of those 
responsible for housing design and policy and also by 
informing those organisations involved in planning community 
facilities and services for the population of the new inner 
suburban estates.



The Brotherhood of St. Laurence, a social service 
organisation, traditionally concerned with the housing 
needs of low income families, agreed to take over the 
responsibility for planning and conducting the study which 
was undertaken with the approval and cooperation of the 
Victorian Housing Commission. The content and purpose of 
the study was discussed w R h  the Hon. Lindsay Thompson, 
Minister for Housing, who felt it would be appropriate for 
the Commission to lend its general support to the scheme, 
and to cooperate by giving access to the estate chosen 
and to certain descriptive data and records about the estate.

3. The Historical Background of the Role of the Housing
Commission in Slum Reclamation and Providing Low Income 
Housing.

The decision of the Commission to move into the 
development of high density flat estates built on inner 
suburban re-claimed sites, is, for better or for worse, the 
most important step that has been taken with regard to 
public housing in Victoria since the establishment of the 
Commission in 1938. The activity undertaken represents the 
beginning of the long awaited redevlopment of those areas 
of Melbourne that have been inherited from the boom years 
of the late 1800's. Many of the houses which survived 
from this period still provide good accommodation and 
indeed in suburbs such as South Yarra, East Melbourne and 
Parkville, extremely high prices are paid for the once 
scorned terrace houses characteristic of the domestic 
building of the time. It is now fashionable to live in* 
such a dwelling provided enough money can be spent on 
renovation. But it is not fashionable or pleasing to live 
in onw of the tiny, dilapidated weather board cottages that 
are also characteristic of the inner suburbs. Nor is it 
a very satisfactory situation to try to start off family
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3 .
life and to rear children in one or two rooms in one &f the 
old deteriorated mansions now run as rooming houses in such 
suburbs as St. Kilda, Prahran, Richmond or Fitzroy. It is 
in such housing that accommodation is offering for thousands 
of people on low incomes in Melbourne today.

When the Commission was established in 1938 its 
primary responsibility was seen as slum clearance. The two 
main functions outlined were improvement of existing housing 
conditions and the provision of adequate and suitable 
accommodation for persons of limited means. Some indication 
of the social and political climate that gave rise to the 
Housing Act of 1937 which set up the new public housing 
authority can be gauged by the following colourful quotation 
from the "First Report of the Housing Investigation and 
Slum Abolition Board" which immediately preceded the act.
This was no "windscreen" survey and indeed members of the 
Board apparently penetrated even further than the front doors 
of houses, and into the very hearts and souls of slum dwellers^
"The burden falls most heavily on those least able to bear it. The women who are unable to escape from their sordid surroundings despite their intense heroic struggle to maintain a state of cleanliness, and the children, suffer 
most. These unwholesome conditions sap the physical fitness of the children and develop their mental processes along lines of abnormal quick&wittedness in the lowest 
ideals. In these areas there are thousands of children 
who are condemned by the circumstances of their environ
ment to worse than physical death - to slow warping 
influences of poverty, to filthy conditions, and to 
other evils and dangers which it is easier to imagine than enumerate. If slum reclamation by and through the State 
achieves no more than physical and moral salvation of the 
children in these areas, it will have more than justified 
any financial sacrifice involved. A Christian system 
cannot be reconciled with a society that continues to tolerate these appalling conditions. The housing of the poor in the metropolitan area is a standing reproach in . 
this state. Houses are deteriorating at an alarming 
rate and unsanitary areas are becoming an everlasting 
menace to the health and moral well-being of the whole 
community."

1. First (Progress) Report of the Housing Investigation and Slum Abolition Board, 1937. Inpublished report sighted at the Library of the H.C. of 
Victoria.



4The promising start made by the Commission at 
Fisherman's Bend, Richmond Racecourse and Mo&esworth Estate 
in North Melbourne was cut short by the outbreak of World 
War II. Now, almost 30 years after it was established to 
do so, circumstances have become favourable fot the Commission 
to concentrate on the redevlopment of the inner suburbs.
Most would agree that tiis needs to be done in some way, but 
many are anxious about the social consequences of Commission 
policy. Briticisms are now levelled at the evils of flat 
dwelling and many of the points made are surprisingly like 
those uttered in past years about the evils of slums. High 
density housing is said to produce family breakdown, 
delinquency, and a variety of social problems. It is claimed, 
and with some justification, that such housing provides a bad 
environment for ch Id rearing. It is commonly suggested that 
people are thrown into dangerous idleness if they have no 
garden to tgndL On the other hand, one hears the advocates 
of high density dwelling - that in view of land costs, this 
is ths only way to house people economically in low income 
accommodation, that such developments will rejuvenate the 
dead heart of the city at present choked by suburban spaawl.
It is claimed that flat living promotes participation in 
community living and frees people from the labours of 
"Suburban peasants" sc that they can spend their leisure 
time on more diverse pursuits than gardening.

4. Density
Obviously many other points could be made for both 

sides, but the crux of the arguments lies in the question 
that is being raised about local standards and the implicit 
assumption that the density occurring ina suburb consisting 
of villas built on blocks of land measuring 50' x 115' 
provides the ideal environment 3b r city dwelling. It is not 
the task of this paper to argue what constitutes an ideal 
density but moht Melbourne suburbs in common with suburbs 
in similar sprawling cities of the United States of America 
have a very low density (approximately 7.6 dweelings per acre.)



European cities often support much higher densities and in 
England 13 dwellings per acre, giving a population density 
of 40 persons per acre is considered modest. These figures 
are only slightly lower than the density figures for the area 
on which the estate we studied was built before demolition 
took place. As well a sbeing sub-standard, this area was 
considered to be crowded in comparison with densities in 
middle and outer suburbs of Melbourne. The following table 
indicates the change in residential density which occurred 
and shows a comparison between the density of people and 
dwellings in the local government area of Raulfield where 
larger blocks of land give lower figures.

5 .

Caulfield
No. dwellings
per acre 4*7
No. persons
per acre 14.4

Hotham Estate
Before

Demolition

17.6

48.7

After
Demolition

41.5

163.3
In certain areas of Paris and New York density has 

been calculated as high as 500 persons per acre. London 
County Council is building high density estates containing 
136 persons per acre and a document prepared for the Housing 
Commission of Victoria "recommends a maximum density of 200 
persons per acre for inner Melbourne and compares this with 
the British Ministry's decision to establish their inner ring 
zone at this density. The report also refers to Birmingham as 
a city comparable in size to Melbourne which has adopted a 
density of 140 persons per acre in its inner KKHp&KwntmyHmmt 
area redevlopment." It can ben seen that densities vary 
greatly between cities in various parts of the world, as 
well as in a particular city.

5. The Need for Low Income Housing
In.Australia with its suburban housing pattern, we are 

used to low density life and community attitudes tend to 
develop in relation to local conditions. But advocates of 

2."Report on Some Aspects on Housing Overseas, 1958", J.P.Gaskin & R.Burkltt.
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suburban life tend not only to assume that ownership of a house 
in a suburb is economically within the reach of all. This is not 
so.^ In a report issued in March, 1965, the Victorian Minister 
for Housing states that there are 11,000 applications for family 
accommodation on the Commission's waiting list.^ The Minister 
further goes on to say that "a general review of the housing 
market does indicate that there are ample houses for sale but that 
the availability of a  nance may be a limiting factor". The 
conclusion drawn in the report is that therms is ashortage of 
housing for those in the lower income groups.

6. The Need for Redevelopment of Inner .Areas
In 1954, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works

reported that 105,000 households were accommodation in third
class dwellings. A report submitted to the Housing Commission
in 1960^ stated that of the 7,600 acres zoned by the MMBW for
high density development, about a third were sub-standard. Eight
inner suburbs were listed as needing immediate attention in the
form of demolition and redevlopment, and a further large area was
described as likely to degenerate further unless action could be
taken to maintain existing standards. These areas are all
suburbs in which the Commission has pursued its policy of flat
estate development in the past few years. The acreage in need
of attention and the areas continually lapsing into sub-standard
conditions overshadow even the highly accelerated rate of
acquisition over the past decade and the actual redevlopment
over the past six years or so, which averages out at slightly
under sixteen acres per year, since 1959. It has been estimated
that it will take 50 years to clear the areas defined by Davey
and Shaw, even at the optimistic rate of 20 acres per year.

g. "High Rents & Low Incomes " by E.Martin, a research project of the Brotherhood of St. Laurence, Melbourne, 1964 - especially Chapter II,
"The Difficulties of Purchase".4. "Victorian Housing Today and Tomorrow", by Hon. Lindsay Thompson, MLC, 

March, 1965.5. Report prepared for the Victorian Housing Commission, I960 on slum slum reclamation and urban redevelopment of Melbourne inner suburban 
areas by G.Shaw and J.H. Davey.
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%. Increase in Flat Construction

In the last 9 years, there has been a marked increase
in overall flat construction in Melbourne. Although the Commission
is leading in the development of high density estates it is not
tiXziy solely responsible for the rapid increase in flat construct-

yion over the past few years.

8. Problems of Finance
The Commission claims to fa ce large financial 

difficulties in redevelopment, particularly with regard to 
acquisition costs. It is said that as the work progresses and 
inner areas are redevloped the value of adjacent land goes up, 
as do acquisition costs. Funds provided under the Commonwealth 
State Housing Agreement are in the form of repayable loans with 
interest and funds for acquisition, to the extent that they are 
used to pay compensation for property demolished, must be in 
the form of a non-repayable grant. Money for this purpose must 
therefore be sought from state ormunicipal sources. It is this 
aspect of Commonwealth policy that has been pointed to as one of 
the major factors responsible for the emphasis placed by thg 
Commission in the immediate post-war years on redevlopment of 
outer suburban estates and the building of homes for sale on 
special terms rather thin for rental.

The Commission has been able to go ahead with redevelop
ment on the basis of an annual grant of $1 ,300,000 per year from 
the State Treasury.^ This amount has been substantially supplement- 
edby an agreement between the Commission and seme municipal 
Councils in those areas in need of reclamation whereby the Councils

"Slum Clearance and Urban Renewal", paper printed by G.Shaw,Melbourne Division of the Australian Planning Institute, September,'64.
1964/65 Housing Commission Annual Report.7 .
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provide funds from loans raised by them and funded from the 
increased rate return from the reclamation area. Further funds 
are received through a method whereby the Commission adds site 
charges against buildings erected on reclaimed sites with 
Commonwealth/State Housing AgreemetA monies. These arrangements 
have resulted in the marked increase in reclamation activity from 
the past four or five years but although such schemes have been 
helpful, they do not provide the best solution. Not every Council 
is willing or able to enter into such agreements. The Melbourne 
City Council, controlling as it does the wealth centre city area, 
and having an established administrative system and an already 
comparatively highly developed system of community services, has 
been in the best position to take advantage of the partnership 
offered. This has resulted in somewhat uneven development.

The solution urged by the Commission to the problem of 
speeding the rate of redevelopment work is that federal money

Qshould be made available. * Such recommendations were foreshadowed 
in the final report of the Commonwealth Housing Commission in 
1944 which recognised the need for extensive demolition and re
planning and suggested that slum reclamation should in part at 
least be recognised as a Commonwealth responsibility. Whatever 
their merit, such urgings have not met with any response. 4t the 
time of theftnal report of the Commonwealth Housing Commission, 
the suggestion of a federal overall planning body was objected to 
by the States who apparently wished to maintain independence and 
autonomy. This has perhaps resulted in a less well informed 
Anri less sympathetic reaction on the part of the Commonwealth to 
requests from States.

The 1956 Commonwealth/State Housing Agreement did not 
continue, for any future dwelling units, the subsidy of three 
fifths of the losses made on rental rebates. In Victoria, losses 
from rebates must be made up for by other operations by the 
Commission including, ironically enough, the rentals paid by non-

See e.g. Housing Commission Annual Report, 1959/60 p.8.
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rebated tenants. This gives rise to a situation where those who 
are already in need of subsidized housing are required in turn to 
subsidize the next group down the economic ladder. The same 
1956 agreements provided that in its first two years 20% and in 
the succeeding years 30% of the total funds made available to 
State housing authorities should be diverted to cooperative building 
societies and other approved institutions for lending to private 
home builders. Added to this, 50% of the houses constructed by 
the local housing authority with the remaining funds were to be 
for members of the permanent armed forces. At the same time, 
the sale of houses to tenants was encouraged by advantageous 
interest rates on loans repayable over a long period of time.
This emphasis on private home ownership is a policy Imfxtizmx 
of the Victorian Government itself, though to what extent it is 
dictated by the limitations the Commonwealth Government places on 
the use of Commonwealth/State housing funds is a question worth 
asking. The terms of the 1956 Agreement were continued in the 
Agreement of 1961 despite further pleasB from the State Government.

9. Statement of Housing Commission Pglic.v of High Density 
Development for Low Income Housing

It is against this background that we must see the 
Housing Commission's solution to the problem of providing law- 
rental accommodation. This solution lies in high-density develop
ment of the inner areas of the city. Housing Commission high- 
density flat estates are a fact of life in Melbourne, though more, 
it would seem, for reasons of economy and finance than because it 
is believed that flat-dwelling is a superior way of life. The 
current Minister for Housing has said in a recent booklet;-

"It,should be pointed out that the Housing Commission 
is concentrating on flat-development in reclamation areas, not" 
because it believes that a flat provides superior living accommod
ation to a house, but for the reason s outlined below;-
(a) It costs up to 585,000 and on an average 560,000 to acquire and clear an acre of slums. It vould be quite uneconmic to 

build a house of 53,500 on a block of land costing anything from 512,000 to 517,000 per block. The economic rental basis
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" based on the cost of the house and land would in anycase be prohibitive.
(b) Multi-storey flats make it possible for 85% to 90% of 

the land area to be kept free for the development of lawns, gardens and recreational space for children of 
all ages - a vital necessity in areas where gardens and playing space have usually been conspicuous by their absence.

(c) The population of the inner suburbs has dwindled to a
great degree over the post-war years. Building up thepopulation of these inner areas along the sensible lines 
of modern town planning acts as an antidote to the suburban sprawl, and at the same time helps to ensure 
that the existing facilities in the way of roads, 
electricity, gas, hospitals and schools are used to full 
capacity.

(d) The time spent in travelling to their places of 
employment by residents of these inner suburban flats is 
negligible by comparison with the travelling time of 
outer suburban residents." 10
These then are the stated reasons of the Commission for 

pursuing their current policy.

SECTION II

1. Choice of Estate
We concentrated on one single estate fbr two main 

reasons. Firstly neighbourhood characteristics and "on-estate" 
facilities would be constant. Secondly, our resources did not 
permit us to interview hundreds of people over a wide area.
We therefore decided to take two samples from the different types 
of buildings on a single estate.

Because of our interest in studying the effects of the 
higher density occurring in more recent developments our choice 
was limited to three estates. Our choice finally narrowed to. 
the Hotham estate.

"Victorian Housing Today and Tomorrow", Melbourne, 1965? by Hon. 
Lindsay Thompson.
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2. Description of Estate
The estate is situated in the inner suburban district 

of North Melbourne, on a rectangular area of 8.6 acres, bounded 
by Canning, Mark, Boundary Road and Melrose Streets. Across 
Mark Street to the north there is a further 7*4 acres which 
will be developed by the Commission. The estate is 1.7miles 
from the centre of the city and is well served by public transport.

The neighbourhood around the estate is an old- 
-f**t!*TM*# established working-class area. Overall it contains 
a mixture of light and heavy industry, dilapidated houses and 
pockets of old but sturdy houses, many of which have been 
recently renovated. Across the Moonee Ponds Creeek from the 
estate is a tannery and some skin stores, while extending back 
towards the city in a south-easterly direction is a hotch-potch 
of houses, old hotels, shops and light industry. In this same 
direction, about half a mile from the estate is the Master 
Builder's scheme, Hotham Gardens. Nearby on Molesworth Street 
is one of the earliest slum reclamation schemes undertaken by 
the Housing Commission, involving the use of walk-up flats.
Directly south of the estate, within half a mile of it, is a 
vast complex of railway yards. Also to the eouth, but much 
closer to the flats is the North Melbourne football ground 
and the local municipal open air swimming pool. The broad 
sweep of Royal Park lies within half a mile to the north and 
is separated from the estate by Flemington Road, a multi-lane 
major highway.

Hotham estate itself is built on a site which has 
a gentle slope running from east to west, which becomes sharper 
on the eastern or Melrose Street end. A row of eleven shops, 
built as part of the estate, is situated on this eastern frontage. 
On either side of the shops &n Melrose Street there are two 
walk-up blocks of units for elderly people. The Qhurch of St. 
Alban and the kindergarten attached stand at the junction of 
Melrose Street and Mark Street on the north-east corner of the 
estate. Diagonally across the estate from St. Alban's, on the



corner of Boundary Road and Canning Street, is the local hotel. 
The hotel and the church are the only original buildings retained 
on the estate, a fact which has caused some amusement locally, 
presumably because of the different services offered, by the 
different institutions.

The blocks are set out in a grid pattern, parallel to 
the sides of the rectangular site. The twenty-storey high-rise 
block fronts on to Canning Street and tire access balcony looks 
south over the North Melbourne football ground to the broad vista 
of the docks and Port Phillip Bay. The north elevation of this 
block dominates a n open, grassed court withinthe estate. This 
court is bounded on the remaining three sides by walk-up blocks 
on stilts or on ground level. With one exception which forms 
the northern boundary of this court, the walk-up blocks run in 
broken parallel lines facing east-west, and are separated by 
broad lines of lawn planted with young trees. The lean of these 
trees clearly indicates the direction and strength of the 
prevailing winds which are funnelled through the estate. Equip
ment for children, including tubular climbing frames of several 
different types, fibre-glass forms and a stone "fort", is 
variously situated at the foot of most of the walk-up blocks.
The area directly under those flats which are set on stilts, 
is concreted and includes marked-out draught boards and courts 
for ball games. The free ground provided for 219 cars and the 
areas under the raised blocks are included, equals 80 % of the 
total area of the estate. Obviously such generous providLon of 
open space is desirable in any high density development, but the 
criticism could be made that in using walk-up blocks which are 
raised above ground level and which are largely oriented in the 
same directon the bleak windswppt aspect of the estate has been 
emphasized and aggravated. This factor, coupled with the 
unsuitability of car parking areas as play space, limits the 
amount of space which is actually available for children's paly.

It is of interest that children have been observed to 
congregate on thd north-west corner of the large open court where 
one of the ground level blocks provides a measure of shelter and

12 .



privacy. Placing most of the walk-up flats on stilts has also had 
the effect of visually "opening-up" the estate to the passing 
traveller, and so there is little sense of enclosure or privacy 
within the grounds. The estate seems to be permanently "on show" 
and our interviewers on their way to and from the estate became 
accustomed to hearing comments to this effect from fellow bus 
travellers. The relatively extensive planting which has been done 
on the estate should, in years to come, provide some 6f the 
necessary shelter and privacy as well as a sense of visual relief. 
However low level growth other than that which already exists at 
the base of the ground level blocks bould also improve the 
situation. The difficulties of establishing such growth where 
there are so many young children cannot of course be ignored.

It is apparent that the estate is well kept.
The lawns and young trees provide a contrast to the rows of 
buildings and their condition indicates the concern of both the 
Commission and the tenants themselves. Certainly Hotham estate 
has not.iing in common with the dreary sub-standard houses and 
factories which previously covered the area.

3. The Method
The initial planning and pgflot study started late in 

1963 and continued into January 1964* The questionnaire consisted 
of a mixture of semi-structured and open questions aid was divided 
into two parts, each taking anything from half an hour to an hour 
tn administer. Part I covered factual details such as ages of 
members of households, size of family units, employment, income 
of the head of the household, housing history, tenants' reactions 
to the flat and their preference for different types of accommod
ation. Included in this section also were enquiries about 
attitudes to details of design and domestic equipment, opinion - 
of the local setting of the flats, relationships between tenants 
and the Housing Commission as a landlord, and the aspirations and 
future plans of the tenants. Part II was concerned with aspects 
of child—rearing, child—behaviour and play habits, and also with 
relationships between neighbours and leisure activities.

13 .
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Sampling. Since our interest was in families with 
children we selected the households to be approached for interviews 
from the total of two and three bed-rcomed flats on the estate in 
March 1964. Two separate samples were taken by random selection. 
The first of these two, which we called the high-rise sample 
consisted of fifty flats s&lected from 160 flats in the twenty- 
storey block, with eight two-bedroomed flats on each floor.
The second, which we called the walk-up sample, consisted of fifty 
flats from the three-bedroomed flats in the four-storey walk-up 
blocks, consisting of sixteen blocks of eight flats each. Other 
units on the estate housed pensioners and service personnel and 
their families, but these were not included in the samples.

Interviewing and analysts. Interviewing took place from 
April to September, 1964* with a team consisting of three experien
ced social workers and one person with a "welfare" background who 
was at the time training for social work. Responses wdre listed 
and categorized. A coding system was devised and although the 
main method of analysis employed was hand-sorting, mechanical 
means were used for counting same totals.

Our aim was not simply to put forward majority views of 
tenants but also to describe the range of ideas, attitudes and 
reactions. In many cases we could not improve on the words of 
the tenants themselves, taken down verbatim, and used extensively 
in the full report of the study.

Response rates. We obtained interviews from 82 per cent 
of ^he household approached in the high-rise sample and from 
86 per cent of those approached in the walk-up sanple.

SECTION III

1. Age and family structure of the samples
The ihver-all ages of the people in the households we were 

in touch with varied between the two samples, as did the family 
structure. There are no children under five years in the high- 
rise sample, compared to a total of fourty-four up to this age



in the walk-up sample. At the other end of this age scale there 
are only two persons in the walk-up sample over fifty-five years, 
compared with thirty-two such persons in the high-rise sample. 
Family groups are of course much smaller in the two-bedroomed 
flats, and even taking this into account there are proportionately 
fewer children of school age or under in the high-rise sample. 
There is a very high proportion of "singl-parent" families in the 
high-rise sanple, a little over 36% of the households in this 
sample having only one parent present. Another point on which 
the high-rise sample differs markedly is on the higher number of 
adult, or earning unmarried offspring living with either or both 
their parents, compared with the walk-up sample.

2. Migrant component of samples
Migrant households constitute a high proportion of each 

sample, namely 61% high-rise and 44% walk-up. This prpbably says 
more about the Commission's selection policy for this particular 
estate than it does for the broader population housed by the 
Commission. High-rise households where the parents both came 
from the same country are predominatly British, while this same 
group in the walk-up households has generally come from Europe. 
Migrant tenants have come from many different countries including 
the British Isles, Germany, Holland, Poland, Finland, Ukrania, 
Latvia, Malta, Italy, India andCeylon, and for good measure one 
from the United States of America. There are more families 
in the walk-up sample than in the high-rise sample where one 
parent is Australian and the other of migrant origin*. Among 
migrant households there is a very high proportion of single 
parent families. In approximately 47% of households where only 
one parent is present that parent is of migrant origin. It is 
of further interest to note that all households where the father 
is the only parent present are migrant. Approximatly half the 
migrants from the nigh-rise sample, both men and women, and 
considerably more in the wakk—up sample have been in Australia 
formpre than five years. Thus, though the walk-up tenants are 
over-all a younger group, the migrants from this sample have 
generally spent a longer time in Australian than have the older

15 .
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tenants from the high-rise sample. Although we had the 
possibilities strongly in mind during the analysis of the data 
we did not find any significant differences between migrant and 
local born tenants. This does not necessarily mean that 
differences did not exist. Differences could well show up in 
a study covering a larger population over a number of estates.

3. Income
Most persons in our samples could be reasonably 

assumed to be at the lower end of the income scale, as their 
eligibility for a Commission flat depends on the family income 
being no more than §50.00 per week. There may of course be 
some variation after the family have been accepted by the 
Commission and it should be kept in mind that this eligibility 
factor may have led to inaccuracy in our information. As high 
as 73% of heads of households in the high rise sample and 7P% 
in the walk-up sample earn under &40.00 per week. The single 
breaR-winners in the walk-up sample ar§ all women, and all except 
on w o  earns $40.00 to $50.00 per week have an income under 
$32.00 per week. There are three households in the high rise 
sample where the father is the only parent present. One of 
these men earns between §32.00 and $40.00 per week while the 
others earn between,$40 and $50 per ^eek. The remaining twelve 
in the high rise sample in this category are wpmen, eight of 
whom earn under $32 per week, two who earn $32 to $40 per week, an d 
one who earns $40 to $50 per week. One woman in tiis group 
declined to give information about her income.

There are some households in the high rise sample 
having more than one income, although in both samples there is 
a high proportion of multi-income households (59% high rise and 
48% walk up). These include wives who work part-time and the 
walk up figures are modified by the higher number of wives in 
this sample who, because of their domestic commitments can only 
work part-time. An ther way family structure is reflected in 
the figures is that the higher number of earning adult offspring, 
in the high rise sample results in approximately 10% more three
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income households in that sample than in the walk up sample. Very 
few households in both samples have more than three members earning 
and these represented the more atypical family structures in each 
sample.

4. Wives working
Within both samples there is a high proportion of

women who go out to wohk. Apart from those who are breadwinners,
in thehigh rise sample as many as 55% of those women living with
their husbands have jobs, and in the walk-up sample a slightly
lower proportion of 38% go out to work. Although there is a
difference between the two samples, even the proportion of women
from the walk up sample is high compared to the 18% of married
women who work out of the total married female population of 

10Australia. Women from the walk up sample, who as a rule have z 
more child care responsibilities are more likely te take part- 
time work. Twice as many women in the high rise sample work 
full time. While there are children in those high rise house- 
holds, they are usually older than those of working women in 
the walk up sample.

5* Care of children while mothers at work.
We included in our consideration of child care arrange

ments both those single parent households where the mother was 
present, and those where the father had sole care of the children. 
This applies to a total of twenty-eight households altogether; 
twelve, involving seventeen children from the high-rise sample 
and sixteen, involving forty-three children from the walk-up 
samjb&e. We found that in many cases parents did not make any 
definite arrangements for the children in the absence of an 
adult. This was particularly so in the case of single parent 
families. There seemed generally to be an attitude prevalent 
that a child of primary sc ool age or over waa net in need of 
adult supervision as a younger ch Id might be. In the walkup 
sample fathers tended to take some responsibility for child- 
minding - in six households, involving seventeen children the



father was reported to care for the children wnle his wife was 
at work. In only one household is an older child reported to 
care for her younger brothers and sisters in the absence of the 
mother at work, contrary to the commonly held idea that in 
working class families older children take a considerable degree 
of responsibility for their siblings. This pattern of child 
minding at regular times was in strong contrast t(the wealth of 
casual baby-sitting reported in another section of the questionnaire. 
The absence of a creche or after-school centre is probably 
responsible for the lack of formal arrangements^

6. Occupation and employment
The categories we used to classify employment are based 

on job description data. The predominance within the sample 
of those at the lower end of the occupational/skill scale prevented 
the use of categories used where a much more ^representative cross
section of the community is under examination, such as that for

11 12 example used by Radford. "e found that the I.S.C.O. method
of categorizing was not suitable for our purposes since many of 
the unit groups include occupations which have considerable 
differences in social standing and salary earned. We needed a 
much more detailed breakdown of the "lower" range and in the 
absence of any model, but with the use of the I.S.C.O. classific
ation we derived the following categories.

A Professional, executive; foreman, minor executive.
(The use of 'professional' and 'executive' does not 
indicate the commonly understood status.^

B Clerical and sales.
C Skilled trades.
D Semi-skilled trade

10. 1961 Census figures Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics.
11. W.C. Radford, "School Leavers in Australia", ACER, Melbourne 1962.
12. International Standard Classification of Occupations, International

Labour Office, Geneva, 1962.

18.
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E Factory operators, labourer and unskilled service 
worker in transport industry, storeman.

F Cleaner and maintenance.
G. Pensioner in own right or superannuated person.
H Out o# work.

7. Comment on standard of living
The greater number of households in the high rise 

sample whose income is derived frmm more than one earner greatly 
increases the amount of money coming into these households. The 
standard of furnishings in the flats from both samples gives an 
indication of the difference. Interviewers noted that the high 
rise flats were more comfortably and luxuriously furnished, often 
with items especially bought for the flat. Walk up flats were 
bare in comparison and tenants were clearly not in a position to 
spend money on new furniture, or more particularly on mats and 
soft furnishings. Any commitments in the walk up blocks were for 
basic equipment such as refrigerators or washing machines.
Because of the larger, younger families in the walk up flats the 
basic incomes of heads of household have to go further, and 
family stage and structure limits the possibility of income coming 
from a second or third source.

8. Time spent travelling to and from work
Most people from both samples are within 30 mintues 

travelling time of their work. However those women from the 
walk up sample who work mostly take only 29 minutes or less to 
reach their job. For obvious reasons lengthy travel nould not 
be worth their while.

9. Previous housing experience, and where the tenants came from.
A widely held idea about housing redevelopment projects 

is that the people who originally lived in the condemned dwellings 
in an area find temporary accommodation elsewhere, and then, when 
new dwellings are built, they move back into their old neighbour
hood and resume their old community contacts and ties with the 
added advantage of modern housing. .Anyone who has been displaced
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or re-housed, or has worked on such a project knows that this is 
not so. Hany years may elapse between the time an. area is 
"declared" and when demolition takes place. There is then a 
further period needed for rebuilding. As soon as an area is 
ma&ked down for redevelopment its character changes and the 
population shift begins, even before official acquisitLon of 
properties starts. Apart from those people who lived in their 
own small homes or who had been long term tenants, there are in 
most.inner depressed areas many people in the position of being 
sub-tenants, or often in rooming houses, sub-sub tenantss Not 
all these people would be appropriately housed in the new 
accommodation planned for the area, even if it were feasible for 
the housing authority to find them temporary abodes and later 
offer them housing in their old district. Family flats may be 
planned in a particular area that was previously a cheap rooming 
area for single pensioners. This is happening in Fltzroy now, 
and many of the displaced people are not even eligible to be 
housed under present Commission policy because they are single 
men.

All this may seem self evident, but nevertheless 
many persons bn the community are fare enough removed from contact 
with such a situation for them to make such assumptions. That 
such assumptions are made is evident when we consider the idea M&K 
often put.forward about the existence of a cohesive community on 
what is in fact a raw, new housing estate. The tenants now 
housed on Hotham estate have come to Melbourne not only from 
different parts of Australia, but from all over the worlds 
Immediately before they moved to the estate they were living at 
various points all over the metropolitan area. A much more 
significant aspect of prior accommodation is not the areapeople 
came from the standard of housing. A high proportion in both 
samples were living in accommodation not self contained. Although 
in comparis&n with the high rise sample a greater number of 
families in the walk up flats had been renting self contained 
premises, they were usually paying rents out of all proportion to
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their incomes, but were prepared to try to make this sacrifice for 
the sake of the children. Usually low rents were for sub-standard 
accommodaton. Rentals charged by the Commission for flats on 
Hotham are $10.50 per week ftr the three bedroomed flats, and 
$10.00 for the two bedroomed flats, service charges on the es&ate 
being 20 cents. On newer estates where such facilities as heating 
are included services charges are of course higher. Rebates on 
rentals are available to eligible persons. General housing 
experience reported revealed that an extremely high proportion of 
both samples had lived at some time in rooms with shared cooking 
and toilet facilities, or had shared with relatives or friends.
In most cases such sharing took place whilp young children were 
present in the household. This very high level of Sharing is 
obviously a reflection of the typical problems faced by low- 
income families at a time when financial pressure upon them is 
heavy because of the care of young children.

SECTION IV

1. Physical restriction of children
The general division between responses about children's 

play habits was between those who were described as being inside 
the flat nearly all the time, and thos who, according to their 
parents roamed around the estate and the nieghbourhood. The 
majority of the children who were kept inside the flat were under 
three years of age. Two-thirds of the children in this age group 
were apparently kept inside habitually, and only one-third appeared 
to have the benefit of regular, outdoor play inthe company of a 
responsitle person. It is evident tha# these children lead a very 
enclosed life, but once a child can negotiated the stairs himself 
he is out and away. As fare aw we cou&d tell almost all the - 
pre-school age children from three to five are outsdie most of the 
day without any organized supervision. It is no wonder that 
observers report much destructive play and that this is also noted 
at kindergarten. For school-age children, the child's own 
personal preference about outside/inside seemed to be taken into
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account. Children inthis group who stayed in did so by their own 
choice as a rule. There was much lamentation about the lack of 
a backyard, and indeed the parents whole way of thinking about 
child upbringing seemed to hinge on the magic of a backyard.
Our information does lead us to suspect that either children had 
not in the past been as much restricted to the backyard as the 
parents thought in retrospect, or the yards available had been 
small and slummy and were not comparable to the suburban yard.
The parents' sights were set firmly on this jdeal.

2. Problems of discipline and behaviour
The two questions yielding the most interesting 

information about children were those where we attempted to 
obtainz some understanding of the paretns' perceptions of the 
influence of flat-giving on the parent/child relationship. Many 
parents felt that the widening of theirx children's experience of 
the world outside the family came earlier in the flats than it 
would have elsewhere. There was a distinct tendency for parents 
to feel that they were out of control, because they could not 
limits the social contacts or activities of the children. We 
were surprised at the negative way parents spoke about bringing 
up their children. Stopping or restricting bad behaviour, or the 
experiences that could lead to the development of bad habits, wefe 
the most often mentioned matters.

In 60% of the households in the combined samples, 
the parent interviewed felt that flat living was bad for the 
children's behaviour. The remaining 40% did not feel there was 
znecessarily a negative effect but of these only a few made any 
mention of positive aspects of the Situation, such as richer social 
life, learning tolerance etc. In general we obtained a rather 
depressing picture of children regarded by their parents as being 
at the mercy of their surroundings. Their behaviour is thought 
of not as stemming from their own internal resources or energies, 
or from the strength of internalized values learnt from the 
family environment, but from the slavish imitation of the unpleas- 
anter aspects of the behaviour of their playmates. There is
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perhaps a cultural standard at work here, but nevertheless the 
picture is not cheering. These parents whonere ndt so concerned 
seemed to exhibit more confidence in themselves as parents and 
indicated that they were sure that they had been able to teach 
their ch ldren some degreeof discrimination.

3. Adult leisure
Leisure was, without doubt, home centred far men 

and women. The range of activities reported is very, very limited 
and as would be expected the dominating one iw watching television. 
There are indications that many of the older women in households 
where there was not financial stress, went out to work to relieve 
the boredom. Some tended to fill in time with unnecessary 
housework, and admitted this wryly. Generally husbands seemed 
more restricted than wives, though since in most cases the wife 
responded on the husband's behalf, it was not always clear whether 
he regretted the loss of a garden or the opportunity to potter as 
much as his wife stated. However, for the husbands in the walk 
up blocks the problems of mending shoes, working on the car, making 
furniture for the flat, which could all be regarded as economic 
necessity rather than leisure time activity, were often commented 
upon.

In style there was very little difference between the 
leisure pattern observed in this study and that observed in anm 13earlier study of a similar income group in a suburban housing estate? 

h. Neighbour contact
Respondents from 70 households out of the combined 

numbers of 8 ^  household from both samples stated that thqr were 
satisfied with the amount of contact they had with neighbours. _ 
Responses showed that they felt they had personal control with 
regard to frequency and to depth of contact. The most gregarious

3. "Leisure", by David Scott and Robert U'ren, Melbourne, 1962.
(Cheshire)/
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were those from walk-up blocks. The very nattre of the buildinga 
and the presence of children, and the constant busy traffic 
associated with them are all factors that probably operate here.
The women in the high rise blocks do not see so much of each other 
and their satisfaction seems to rest on the security of knowing 
people are near. Even the most sociall active respondents tended 
to make conventional comments about the importance of privacy, the 
prob&dms of "getting too involved" and the virtue of "keeping 
yourself to yourself".

6. Initial and later react!on to the flat
We wanted to find out what the tenants themselves 

thought about the flats, and to what extent the services and 
facilities provided met their .hysicai needs. The questions 
we asked that were relevant to this area were about their initial 
reaction to the flat and their subsequent reaction after they had 
lived there for a whi&e. -e also asked detailed quest ons about 
particular rooms and services, both internal and external, such as 
laundry and drying facilities, the stairs and lifts, garbage 
disposal etc. Since it is not possible to report such details in 
a paper of this length, comments will be made in the form of 
concluding generalizations. We had expected responses about 
interiors toprovide rather dull material, but we found that women 
were more able to talks fluently about such concrete details than 
they were about the abstractions of child behavio r and friendship 
with neighbours. It was clear that high rise tenants wereon the 
whole much happier with their flats, and this was not only related 
to the comparative absence of childrn in the block, but was also 
connected with the much higher standard of design, finish and 
servicing of the high block. Thewalk-up blocks in comparison were 
of a very poor standard and tenants were aware of this.

No tenant from the high rise sample subsequently 
became dissatisfied with the flat. Any change from initial opinion 
in this sample was from negative to positive, and a periodof 
adjustment suffuced to make all but three families pleased with their
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individual units. Within the walk up sample thereis more variation. 
The most significaht change of attitude in this sample is found in 
the fourteen out of forty-three households where the initially positive - 
reaction had changed to negative. Even so, eight out of this fourteen 
felt that the flat itself was satisfactory but had complaints about 
the stairs, the cold, the laundries and the noite. A pleased 
reaction to the flat, especially onfirst sight, must also of course 
be related to the standard of previous housing. A bathroom in which 
all the plumbing really works, a stove that is not encrusted with 
years of muck, a kitchen floor that is not covered with a series of 
linoleum relics, wearing through in patches to 1939 newspapers, will 
make any woman starry-eyed for a time, until she puts her more painful 
memories behind her and begins to look forward to the dreams she sees 
on television and reads about in the real estate columns of the 
evening paper.

One of the criticisms levelled at high density housing 
is that anly minimal attention is givento individual needs and that 
taste is severely circumscribed. The suburban villa, with its 
infinite opportunity for minor and often hideous variation^, &s 
often held to be the epitome of all that is good in the Australian 
way of life. Yet if we consider the low cost "spec-built" house, 
which is all that would be available to these families evenif they 
did manage to swe a deposit, it can be argued that in some ways 
they are better off as Commission tenants. Certainly they are 
limited in their personal choice, but the housing marked and standard 
of design being what they are, the man on a low income who goes to 
buy a minimum cost/maximum profit house often Bfinds his choice of 
finishes and mag range of amenities at least as limited.

SECTION V

1. The culture gap and problems of communication
Very little is known in Australia about local class and 

status stratifications. Various explanations for this gap in our 
knowledge are given.^ Social workers involved with clients at the 
. "Australian Society",Ed.A.F.Davies & S.Encel, Cheshire'65,Ch 3*pp13&2314
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lower end af the socio-economic scale are very much aware of the 
problem when they seek a norm against which to weigh individual 
case material. ^hey often find that they must make do with 
inappropriate concepts^ which often force a diagnosis into a 
useless and stereotyped mould, such as for example "socio-path" which 
is a polite term often used by psychiatrists when they are telling 
the referring social worker that they lack the professional skills 
to help a client. The man in the street, or the clerk at the 
Commonwealth Employment Service are just as advanced in their 
conceptualization when they apply the term "no-hoper" to the same 
person. Often intuition and experience suggest ways of reaching 
people who are generally regarded as unreachable, and sometimes in 
individual cases this produces results. But intuition can take 
one so far, and surely concepts so formed need to be subjected to 
systematic testing, and this needs to be done against a background 
of empirical knowledge. Thinking about x low-income groups is 
often confused also, because of the strong aspirations observed 
towards a standard of living that has traditionally been enjoyed 
by more middle-income groups. A desire for a fair share of 
consumer gwwwp* goods should not necessarily be interpreted however 
as an inclination to adopt the whole set of values and style of 
life of another income group.

Not only are we grossly ignorant then about the broader 
aspects of social and economic groupxings in our community, but 
we are also relatively uninformed about the shades and variations 
of attitudes and values and ways of behaving withint the groups 
usually lumped together under the loose definition of "unskilled" 
"semi-skilled" or "low income". We know nothing for example 
about where people housed by the Commission fit within this loosely 
described group. We do know that some people on similar incomes 
have managed to save deposits and have bought houses of their own.

15. Social Work, Oct.'65, Vol.22, No.b,"Social Control, Class Values & 
Social Work Practice", article by Peter Leonard. Also editorial 
comment in same issue.
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We also know in our own agency that there are many people who have 
already been evicted from the Commission home they waited years to 
get, because they are not Rt tenants. Much of our case-wokr 
with so-called "problem families" is aimed at getting them to a 
certain standard so they will be acceptable to the Commission, 
and once granted a dweeling, constant supervision and support 
is often needed to keep them there. The task is not made easier 
by the eagerness of some housing officers to rid themselves of the 
bother of difficult tenants, nor by the complications of eligibility 
clauses for Commonwealth benefits and pensions.

The study we conducted employed a highly Qualitative 
approach, and we deliberately avoided tie application of elaborate 
statistical techniques todata that could be described in Wootten's 
term, "soft"l^ The significance of our data does not rest upon 
its "measurability" but upon the importance people are prepared to 
place on the range of subjective views, opinions aid reactions 
of the Commission tenants we spoke to. We found, as a result of 
our investigations, that we were faced with the problem that has 
always faced the planner and provider of serivces - the necessity 
to find mass solutions to mass problems without ignoring the 
individual needs of individual people.

One of the fundamental impediments to the achievement of 
planning that reduces the conflict between group needs and 
individual needs to a minimum, lies in the lack of contact between 
those who are planned for and those wo are doing tie planning.

This contact, as we found for ourselves is difficult to 
achieve. The tenants were not always articulate about their 
situation, were not always able to comprehend fully the implications 
of what was said. We became aware of the different backgrounds 
and life of another socio-economic group. As people concerned 
with social work we had always been aware of the existence of some 
difficulties, but the experience of conducting the study on a

17. Social Science & Social Pathology, Ch.X Part III esp. Sec.III. 
Barbara Wootten. George Allen & U n w in  Ltd., '59
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"non-client" population made us mope deeply aware of a "culture 
gap" and the consequent difficulties of communication. Such 
awareness did.not necessarily help us to achieve complete mutual 
understanding, but we did become convinced of the nedd to try 
harder to develop real communication.

2. Aspirations towards the suburban ideal
The culture gap referred to does not just exist between 

the individual researchers and respondants in this study. It is 
also reflected in many of the services we sometimes fondly imagine 
to be accessible to all in our community. The answer the 
Victorian community has produced to the housing needs of the law- 
income group is high density living. Even given the difficulty 
of communication we have mentioned, it is clear from what people 
told us about their dreams and hopes for the future that they are 
being offered a type of housing that sets them apart from the rest 
of the community. Even though in many cases they are aware of 
the advantages of their present situation in view of their earning 
and purchasing powers, their hearts are set on the suburban way 
of life that the rest of the community apparently enjoys and sets 
before them as a standard. There is no doubt that within the 
Australian setting there is an overwhelming emphasis on home 
ownership and the suburban villa as a measure of success and statue. 
While these social pressures there are also reasons other than these 
for wanting to buy a house.

The suburban situation seems to offer a sense of permanency 
of residence, and the house itself represents a real measure of 
financial solidity and stability. Ideas about child rearing in 
our society also seem to be closely connected to the suburban way 
of life. It is therefore not surprising that most of the tenants

19. The most notable example being of course education, which we have 
come to realize is not available on equal terms to all. See 
W.C. Radford, "School Leavers in Australia", A.C.E.R., Melb. 1962.
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we spoke to said they would prefer to live in a house, and 
expressed an ambition to own it rather than to rent it. 39ut 
iigzrzBx±XK2ahizx±2gxtp2ZHg±xxg Tenants from the walk-up sample 
all wanted to move away from the estate into homes of their own.
The only tenants who express firm satisfaction with their present 
housing are from the high-rise sample, and these do not represent 
a high proportion. Those who had no desire to move were amongst 
the more financially vulnerable group, for example some deserted 
wives, people with physical disability, or those who knew they were 
too old to get housing finance. They were not unique in their 
financial vulnerability compared with many of the other people on 
the estate, but for some reason they did recognize and take 
comfort in the protection the Commission offers them. They all 
seemed aware that in any other situation they would be physically 
and financially worse off, and perhaps they were just more 
realistic individuals who did not have cause to express their future 
in terms of dreams and ideals.

3. The environment for the family.
We concluded from tenants reactions that adjustment to the 

flats was made difficult by unnecessarily inadequate or ill- 
organized planning of basic equipment. This is particularly so 
of the walk up flats. The "family" flats contain a combined toilet 
and bathroom, in some there is no hot water at the kitchen sink, the 
gas fire provided is not child-proof, the flats are inadequately 
sound-proofed and ventilated, garbage disposal consists of a dirt 
tin kept on the balcony or at the front door, and carried up and 
down then the truck calls. Access to the flat is only by stairs, 
and laundry facilities and dryigg areas are situated away from 
the flat.

Flats and facilities in the high block are of much betteS 
standard. Certainly it is easier and cheaper to provide services 
in such a block, and improved building techniques have meant better 
sougd-proofing and fewer problems of condensation. There is a 
better standard of finish throughout the high block. Tenants 
have a communal laundries also, but they are provided on each floor.
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Even so, there are some obvious examples of lack of thought.
The fixed louvres in the bathroom and over the entrance door to 
the flats cause a great deal of discomfort in cold feather, 
especially since the esternal access balcony faces the weather coming 
in from the bay. Four doors opening on to the living room restrict 
the use of space in the room. The extract vents in the kitchen 
often seem co work in reverse. Pilot lights on hot water units 
and on gas fires are easily affected by the draught, causing tenants 
considerable worry. Access areas as well as beir.g bleak, are mean 
and narrow.

Tenants are however well aware ^hat the flats offer 
them an improved physical standard of dwelling and shelter. But 
it can be questioned whether it is simply enough to provide a better 
physical standard of housing and yet fail to take into account that 
it is a new environment.

The main criticism that can be made of the Hotham 
estate is that the needs of families with children are not met.
The environment which includes the flat, the estate and eneighbourhood 
does not provide for the easy functioning of family life. Problems 
are accentuated by attitudes to family life and child rearing and 
relationships with people outside the family, which are formulated 
at the best, against the background of suburban habits and values.
For some families, especially those tending to carry oninto a 
modern industrial society the older pattern of extended relationships, 
the environment is more than inconvenient or difficult, it can be 
hostile. There were no such families on tis particular estate, 
but one does come across them in case-work practice, and the casual 
accommodation of relatives in a time of crisis, and even the 
complicated family brawls and arguments that are characteristic of 
such families, the intermittent and casual employment patterns, all 
make it well nigh impossible for them to be tolerated by fellow 
tenants or the Commission.

All the tenants we spoke to viewed their lives in terms 
of the way the family could function within the boundaries of their 
home. In the flat these boundaries were the four walls of the 
flat. Tenants did not see the communal facilities provided as an
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extension of their home area. A flat designed without taking this 
into account will be inadequate to meet the varied needs of family 
life. A flat cannot grow, or be altered as the family changes 
structure, nor can activities or people spill out into the wider 
area autside the home as is possible on a suburban block. Tenants 
responses made it clear that this lack of flexibility is especially 
a problem for the larger, younger families in the walk-up blocks. 
Since the flat itself contains no laundry, and sine mothers of 
young children.need to wash every day or so, thther than onee a 
week, this makes for reali difficulties. Laundries are not only 
used for doing the washing - they also provide somewhere to store 
soiled clothes, somewhere to hang smelly, wet coats and shoes.
The use of the roof-top laundry for the mother of small children 
requires a special, highly organized trip upstairs. Tenants have 
tried to solve this problem by buying washing machines and keeping 
them in the flat .here there is no space or plumbing provision for 
them. The flat has no yard, there can be no sheds or huts for 
cars or storage. There can be no bungalow in the yard, nor can 
a room be added or a verandah be glassed in to give privacy to an 
older child, or to provide refuge for an elder!, parehh. Several 
bedrooms in the walk-up sample were used by three children.
When the children are small this is possible, but in years to came 
space and privacy needed by the adolescent will be limited. Some 
provision therefore must be made to compensate for the lack of 
"growing space". The areas of gardens and lawns do not fulfill 
this function because they belong to everyone and therefore belong 
to no-one. They are useful, but with obvious limitations as a 
playing space. The open nature of the ground makes it almost 
psychologically impossible for tenants to identify themselves 
with any particular area. There can certainly be no privacy 
for anyone who wishes to sit on the lawns. Low level planting 
could help here, or buildings themselves could have been utilized 
at the earlier stage of design to break the space so it could be 
put to fuller use. It is suggested that thought begiven to 
re-designing the basic flat unit to make it possible for tenants 
to live both as a family group,and as individuals withint the
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the family. Fundamentally this is not a matter of detail, of 
whether a broom cupboard is more important than a coat cupboard, 
or of what door locks or finishes are used. Rather it is a matter 
of space. The rooms in the flats we looked at are all a good size, 
but all have a pre-determined function as a place to cook, to eat, 
to s&&ep, to wash. Some tenants were able to slightly adjust 
these functions, as for example the parents woo disposed of their 
monumental bedroom suite, scrimped and saved to buy a newer more 
compact set of furniture, and turned the large master bedroom 
over to three of their children. Such adaptability was raze 
however. Even given this solution, ..here is still no area of 
the flat that can have its function determined by the tenant.
A different type of balcony, designed not as an extra appendage 
hanging precariously from the front wall, but as an integrated part 
of the flat floor space, with oversight from two rooms, one the 
kitchen, could be tried, One solution would be an extra room. 
However, in the absence of such luxury, any free space that could be 
used to provRe extra play space, storage, an area for sewing or 
odd jobs, a place to put ap a stretcher, would give the tenant 
some latitude.

4. The environment for the children.
However much the flat unit is improved to allow a more 

adequate environment for the family, we are still left with the 
problem that once ch ldren are out their frontdoor they are ina 
"no man's land", free and unsupervieed. Parents felt that their 
children were open to a wide range of influences which were 
affecting them adversely in their formative years. There is no 
way in which children on a flat estate can receive a more limited 
experience once they leave the building. They cannot be restricted 
to a backyard where a measure of informal oversight is posdble. 
Parents do identify themselves with tenants on a floor or a stairwell 
and'so manage to cut the environment down to sizes Not so the 
children, for whom the vast open playground is oFten home. Better 
grouping of play equipment would be a partial improvement and this 
could well be accompanied by the use of hills and banks to relieve
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the monotony of flat grass and concrete. Levelled sites are pleasant 
for those erecting the building, but ch ldren like to have some 
variety in elevation and texture of the ground level environment.
This was graphically illustrated to one interviewer by a little girl, 
who when her mother asked her to tell the lady where she played 
s&id - "I like to ride my scooter in the tumbly hills". Her 
imagination had vested a sterile sihope of concrete, primarily intended 
for drainage purposes, with at least some of this variety that was 
so sorely lacking. The pcovision of well maintained sand-pits 
and areas where children can dig, build httmpies out of junk, climb 
real trees instead of steel frames, would be desirable, if one were 
aiming towards an optimum environment. An essential, but expensive 
part of the solution lies in the use of trained snaff, who could 
givd some superivision, while providing the children with stimulation 
towards varied and creative activities. The responsibility of such 
staff would need to extend to contact with parents. They could 
help parents to understand and to cope with the new environment 
through practical and sensitive advice. If, for instance it is 
valid to say that one of the basic causes of the lack of parental 
control is the failure of the prevalent culture methdds of child 
rearing in the group housed, and if it is going to be necessary for 
parents to learn to help their children to internalize controls, 
more in the manner of the middle class c&hture, then counselling at 
this very concrete level will surely be izz needed. The beneift 
could be two way, as much could be learned about the pattern of life 
of the people housed, and this could be taken into account in 
future planning and design, so that the "experts" initial impulse 
to impose middle-class standards and functioning might not be so 
strong, when the positive aspects of the different way of life are 
observed and understood.

5. The environment for the adults
Adults were much more in control of their onw contacts 

and relationships than they were of the children's. Even so, diff
iculties have arisen particularly it would seem for the men, in that 
activities that were previously home centred could no longer be
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followed. This problem is connected with the problem of individual 
bulk storage, which was quite inadequate. At the same time btth 
men and women could benefit from some stimulation and information 
about leisure activities more suitable to the environment.
Communal living was new to these people, and although we observed 
their capacity to make some adaptations, this was often in the form 
of modifying or extending existing patterns that were more appropr
iate to a suburban situation. This applied particularly in the 
limited range of activities reported. Certainly, if people wish 
to be completely home centred they are entitled to be so. But 
unless they are aware of the possibility of new ways of living, 
there is no choice. For people at the lower end of the income 
and education scale the choice is especially limited. Heaven 
forbid that the tenants of an estate should become the object of 
the ministrations of advocates of improving and u lifting activities, 
but some type of varied adult educational program migh$ well meet 
with enthusiastic response especially from the older tenants with 
time on their hands. It is often noted that young women in low- 
income groups have failed to absorb home-making skills that would 
once in an earlier age of family functioning have been passed on to 
them by their mothers. Perhaps an opportunity to engage in group 
sessions about cooking, child care, etc. could be tried. It is 
suggested that those who are responsible for the development of 
community facilities will need to be experimental and tentative 
in their approach, and should be prepared to try a wide range of 
solutions so that the capacity for more creative adaptation that iw 
certainly there can be tap ed.

6. The need for coordination and definition of responsibility.
There may well be considerable conflict between the 

dual functions of the Commission, as re-developer on the one had, 
and provider of shelter for people of inadequate means on the other. 
The idea of creating a total environment is not new in planning, 
but it has been slow to take on in the Commission. One stillhears 
the defence that the Commission's responsibility simply lies in the 
erection of living units, and that it cannot be blamnd for lank of
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amenities on estates. Even when it is acknowledged that a more 
complete approach is necessary, solutions are still often piece
meal, and there is enormous confusion over responsibility.

Piecemeal solutions are characteristic of our 
political life, and much of the prevision of facilities and 
amenities within our community, especially in the area of 
social services, occurs in this way. As well as a need for 
contact between the planners and the planned for, there is a vital 
need to improve, and in seme cases to initiate communication 
between the various bodies responsible for provision of services 
to such a development as the one we looked at. It would be a 
fascinating, but probably not an edifying exercise, to trace 
back through appropriate channels in the Commission and the 
Education Department, to find out why a high school was not 
established in the Flemington area until after the Hotham estate 
was built. And it should also he mentioned that the Commission 
had already, some years before, cooperated with the Master 
Builder'sAssociaibion to develop flats for a middle income 
group who would certainly be needing secondary school facilities.
The argument that nearby University High School was deemed 
adequate is no answer, as it was already filled to capacity, 
and in any case caters only for children from third form on an 
selective basis.

There is apparently no appropriate meeting point for the 
plannter, the architect, the engineer, the social worker, the 
healthwx administrator, and the innumerable others whose profess
ional skills and insights cou&d be brought to bear in a much less 
fragmented way the occurs now. Perhaps a coordinating body 
similar to the British Housing Advisory Council which provides 
a forum for all aspects of housing, could be established,.
Or would this be just another body to communicate with?

A further dimension of this aspect of planning is the 
need for government and voluntary organizations to paymore than 
lip service to the principle of accountability. More use needs 
to be made of evaluative techniques, and although it could be 
argued for instance that the Commission should not have the function
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of sociological reserach, more pesponsibility could be taken in
keeping the sort of records that make such work possible. At
pfesent evaluation is handicapped before it even begins on the one
hand by the sensitivity of organizations to criticism fromoutside,
and on the other hand, by uninformed and unfair attacks from those
who are not always aware of the implications and compliaations of
what they see. This may well arise from the extreme ambivalence of
community beliefs the the Commission, or fh&t matter the State S.W.D.
or the C.S.S.D. or non-state welfare organizations are "doing a good
job", or that too much money is being spent on "bludgers" andi 9"no-hopers". Kahn, rightly emphasies the importance of services 
springing from a climate that is prepared to support such activites, 
both financially and morally.

Finally, it should be reiterated tht services must be 
developed not only from a statistical, but also a qualitative 
analysis of needs. Those in a financ&ally and socially deprived 
situation in our society nevertheless do form a part of that society. 
-*-he creation of ghetooes, whether in the real and physical sense, or 
in the sense of giving a hand out here, or mending a crack in the 
facade there, has its dangers for the health of the whole community. 
No-one really enjoys being on the receiving end of charity, whether 
it be state administered or otherwise, and it is doubtful that the 
giving of charity necessarily hhs the ennobling effect our tradtion 
sometimes emphasises. "Low cost housing, rebated rents, assistance 
for medical and dental aid and for school books are useful secondary 
measures of assistance, but they can become a justification for keep
ing wages at a low level. This produces a group of third class 
citizens, dependent on goodwill and always having to prove their 
poverty before they can be aided." Tierney comments on the 
survival of the notion that social services represent a transfer of 
hard earned income from the thrifty to the shiftless and improvident. 
This value still effect* policy making and is often translated into 
bricks and me tar, or in this casep more appropriately, steel and 
concrete.
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